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ocular lens lives up to the Kahles
reputation with superb clarity and
consistent focus from all positions. I
never found myself unfocused on the
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Field of view is broad, with a 26m
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optical magnification. Money spent on
the Helia buys core functionality, and
although it is Chinese made, it certainly
seems to align with the Kahles name
for premium optics. Although many will
bemoan the lack of video, a lot of
hunters will be drawn to its simple
intuitive functionality.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Objective lens:
25mm, f1.0
Sensor resolution (pixels):
384×288; 17μm
Sensor type:
Vanadium oxide uncooled
Thermal sensitivity – NETD (mK):
<35
Display resolution (pixels):
1024×768
Display frame rate (Hz):
50
Display type:
OLED
Field of view (°):
14.88×11.19
Field of view (m/100m):
26
Optical magnification:
1.7
Digital zoom:
1x, 2x, 4x
Battery type:
Rechargeable Li-ion battery
Battery life (hr):
Up to 8
Operating temperature (°C):
-20/+50
Length x width x height (mm):
198×68×63
Weight (g):
430
Waterproof:
Yes
Boot-up time (s):
2
Automatic standby:
Yes
Colour modes:
White hot, black hot, red only
Warranty:
3 years
Accessories included:
Objective lens cover, carrying
strap with quick release fastener,
neoprene protective cover, USB-C charging cable
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